NEWS

Community Updates
Fellows of the AMS
The Fellows of the American Mathematical Society program recognizes members who have made outstanding
contributions to the creation, exposition, advancement,
communication, and utilization of mathematics.
AMS members may be nominated for this honor during
the nomination period, which opened on February 1, 2021,
and runs through March 31, 2021. Selection of the new
class of AMS Fellows is managed by the AMS Selection
Committee, composed of twelve members of the AMS who
are also Fellows. Those selected are subsequently invited to
become Fellows, and the new class of Fellows is publicly
announced each year on November 1.
Learn more about the qualifications and the process
for submitting a nomination at http://www.ams.org
/ams-fellows.

for US-based mathematicians to attend the Mathematical
Congress of the Americas. This year, MCA 2021, scheduled
for July 19–24, 2021, is being held virtually. Priority will be
given to early-career mathematicians whose participation
in MCA 2021 is not supported with other funding. Funding will cover the MCA registration fee plus a stipend of
up to $250. This stipend is intended to assist in offsetting
conference-related expenses that will allow the awardee
a more focused meeting participation, which otherwise
would not be possible. For more information, see http://
www.ams.org/mca. Applications are being accepted now
through April 30, 2021, on MathPrograms. All information currently available about the MCA 2021 program and
organization is located on the MCA 2021 website: www
.mca2021.org/en. For questions about the travel grant
program, contact the AMS Programs Department at mca
-info@ams.org.
—AMS Programs Department

—AMS Programs Department

China Exchange Program
Applications are still being accepted on MathPrograms
for the China Exchange Program until March 31, 2021.
The purpose of these grants is to support research travel
of mathematical scientists at institutions in the United
States or Canada on visits to research colleagues in China
and to support research travel of (generally, less senior)
mathematical scientists from China to the United States or
Canada for visits with US or Canadian research colleagues
at US or Canadian institutions. For more information, see
http://www.ams.org/china-exchange.
—AMS Programs Department

Virtual Mathematical
Congress of the Americas
(MCA 2021) Grants
With funding from the National Science Foundation (NSF),
the AMS is administering the selection, award, and reimbursement process of a grant program to provide support
March 2021

Deaths of AMS Members
Edward Fadell, of Wisconsin, died on January 1, 2018.
Born on March 8, 1926, he was a member of the Society
for 67 years.
Sufian Y. Husseini, of Salem, Oregon, died on December
30, 2017. Born on October 15, 1929, he was a member of
the Society for 63 years.
Eleanor Killam, of Amherst, Massachusetts, died on
January 1, 2018. Born on May 18, 1933, she was a member
of the Society for 61 years.
Jaung Liang, of Ontario, Canada, died on January 8,
2018. Born on January 3, 1940, he was a member of the
Society for 34 years.
J. E. Nymann, of Georgetown, Texas, died on January 1,
2018. Born on November 24, 1938, he was a member of
the Society for 53 years.
Hans H. Storrer, of Switzerland, died on December 26,
2017. Born on November 25, 1939, he was a member of
the Society for 50 years.
Buck Ware, of Chico, California, died on January 3,
2018. Born on January 4, 1940, he was a member of the
Society for 47 years.
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